Guideline for the Online Application-Photograph for UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSIONS

Please carefully read the guideline for the online Application-photograph for the successful submission of your application for the Undergraduate Admissions. Following are the conditions to which photograph must comply, so that it can be uploaded for the application via online admission system of NED University of Engineering and Technology, Karachi.

Data Attributes of the Photograph

- Should not exceed 300kb of storage size.
- Should be in .jpg or .GIF format.
- Should be Passport Size.

Physical Attributes of Photograph

- Must be taken recently.
- Should be in light blue background.
- Should be in formal dressing (Photograph in T-shirts containing logo and brand names are prohibited).
- Should be in clear, sharp and good quality.
- Full face must be visible (70-80% of photograph).
- Eye contact with the camera.
- Should be taken with natural skin tone.
- With natural brightness and contrast.

Invalid Photographs

- Selfie
- Casual Photo
- Cropped Photo
- Background or scenery
- Very bright or Blurred
- With Hat
- With Glasses
- Stamped